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Abstract: Mention the abstract for the article. An abstract is a brief summary of a research article, thesis, review, conference 

proceeding or any in-depth analysis of a particular subject or discipline, and is often used to help the reader quickly ascertain the 

paper's purpose. When used, an abstract always appears at the beginning of a manuscript, acting as the point-of-entry for any given 

scientific paper or patent application. <10 point> 

 

Keywords: About four key words or phrases in alphabetical order, separated by commas. Keywords are used to retrieve documents in 

an information system such as an online journal or a search engine. (Mention 4-5 keywords) <10 point> 

 

 

 

I. Introduction <12 point, Bold> 

The introduction must include the rationale and the main objectives with proper discussion of the variables 

as well as the significance of the study. This also includes the arguments and citation of related literature and 

studies. Provide crisp and easy to read content. The article should be readable by a normal user. Do not write 

complex sentences, multiple sentences for expressing same content, quality of the article is directly proportional 

to the English used, and the way it handles transition. Use simple expressions, properly convey the content 

within short sentences and focus on making the reader understand the concept quickly. Curtail to the minimum 

number of words, the full article may be completed within 3,000-5,000 words. Use high quality references using 

refereed journals that match the content quality, use the details in the reference and properly cite them. <12 

point, 1.5 spaced> 

 

II. Objectives of the Study <12 point, Bold> 

State the general and specific objectives or purpose of conducting the study in paragraph format.  <12 

point, 1.5 spaced> 

 

III. Materials and Methods <12 point, Bold> 

Describe the research method used in the study. Discuss comprehensively the sampling technique used in 

selecting the participants if the study will not use the total population. It is very important to explain the 

generation and validation of instrument. If the questionnaire or any data gathering instrument used is not 

standardized, explain further the reliability tests or validation procedures have done in the instrument. The Data 

Collection Procedure must also be well defined. The statistical tools used in the study must be well explained in 

the Data Analysis part. Ethical Considerations (if applicable) is also considered important in informing the 
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participants regarding the purpose of the administration of the instrument or the main purpose of the study. 

Included here is the proper way of putting sub-headings and its levels. <12 point, 1.5 spaced> 

 

Sub-Heading <12 point, Bold> 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph. <12 point, 1.5 spaced> 

 

Sub-Heading <12 point, Bold> 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph 

Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph Paragraph. <12 point, 1.5 spaced> 

 

IV. Results and Discussion <12 point, Bold> 

The contents of the journal are peer-reviewed and archival. The journal publishes scholarly articles of 

archival value as well as tutorial expositions and critical reviews of classical subjects and topics of current 

interest. Authors should consider that the technical papers submitted for publication must advance the state of 

knowledge and must cite relevant prior work. The length of a submitted paper should be commensurate with the 

importance, or appropriate to the complexity, of the work. For example, an obvious extension of previously 

published work might not be appropriate for publication or might be adequately treated in just a few pages. 

Authors must convince both peer reviewers and the editors of the scientific and technical merit of a paper; the 

standards of proof are higher when extraordinary or unexpected results are reported. 

Because replication is required for scientific progress, papers submitted for publication must provide 

sufficient information to allow readers to perform similar experiments or calculations and use the reported 

results. Although not everything need be disclosed, a paper must contain new, useable, and fully described 

information. 

Table 1: The Arrangement of Channels 

Channels Group 1 Group 2 … Group c 

Main channel Channel 1 Channel 2 … Channel c 

Assistant channel Channel 2 Channel 3 … Channel 1 
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Tables should follow the institutional format and keep it simple and minimum in number. In tables font 

size 11 must be used and vertical lines must not be drawn. When the contents of the table cannot fit into the 

table, font size 10 might be used. Number of the table and the title should be written above the table. Tables (eg, 

Table 1) are also numbered consecutively, 1, 2, etc., from start to finish of the paper, ignoring sections and 

subsections, and independently from figures. 

 

Fig. 1: Magnetization as a function of applied field. 

 

Figures should be designated with Arabic numerals and upper case letters for their parts (Figure 1). Each 

legend should begin with a title and should be sufficiently described so that without reading the text, figure 

should be understandable. All figures, tables, etc. must have a caption, centre-justified. Tables and figures 

should appear as close to their point of reference as satisfactory formatting of the final document permits. <12 

point, 1.5 spaced> 

 

V. Conclusion and Recommendations <12 point, Bold> 

A conclusion may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A 

conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work or suggest applications and extensions. <12 point, 

1.5 spaced> 
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